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Abstract

This is the protocol for a Campbell systematic review: The objectives are as

follows: (1) to critically and systematically synthesize the empirical evidence on

the effects or impacts of exposure to or consumption, active search, or

promotion of hate content online or in traditional media; (2) to describe how

the characteristics of hate (e.g., type of content, ideologies, severity, type of

platform) impact the documented effects; (3) to collect and identify the role

of contextual variables (e.g., individual traits, age, gender, socio‐economic

background) on the documented effects; (4) to collect and produce a meaningful

classification of outcomes; and (5) to identify gaps and limitations in the research

and related policy documents.

1 | BACKGROUND

1.1 | The problem

With the boom of interactive social media, hostile and offensive hate

content has increased exponentially around the world (Weber

et al., 2020). In surveys of young people between the ages of 15

and 30, as many as 53% of American, 48% of Finnish, and 39% of

British respondents report having been exposed to hateful online

material. In some cases, this exposure is also accompanied by

victimization. For example, in the United Kingdom, 10%–20% also

report being an actual target of abuse (Vidgen et al., 2019). In New

Zealand, the same is true for 11% of the adult population, while in the

United States, as many as 41% of adults recount experiences of being

victimized (Waqas et al., 2019).

Technological advancements such as the use of social network-

ing to chat, search and exchange knowledge, express thoughts, and

engage with others have rendered social media a convenient and

effective platform of interaction (Rabah, 2014). However, the

accessibility of popular social network sites like Facebook and
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Twitter (Mossie & Wang, 2019), the elective anonymity of cyber-

space, and the ease with which divisive opinions can be expressed

online (Davidson et al., 2019) are at least partly responsible for the

spike in online hate content. Although the precise determinants of

such content can vary, research suggests the offline implications of

digital hate speech are significant, with detrimental effects at the

individual, community, and society level (Del Vigna et al., 2017).

Studies point to a clear association between digital hate speech and

actual hate crime (Mossie & Wang, 2019), as well as online hate

speech and offline violence against targeted communities (Weber

et al., 2020). Moreover, according to a recent systematic review,

exposure to radical violent online material is linked to extremist

beliefs and possibly a higher risk of violent behaviors (Hassan

et al., 2018).

Although hate content has been mostly associated with

the Internet, traditional media have also been implicated in the

transmission of hate content, particularly in regions where the

Internet has had a lower penetration, as well as in rural sectors. In

Africa, for example, hate content broadcast on radio has been linked

to violence and destabilization (Pate & Ibrahim, 2020; Somerville,

2011). The most extreme case of this connection has probably been

Rwanda, where several researchers have pointed out the influence

that hate content broadcast on the radio had on the genocide in the

country (Adelman & Suhrke, 2017; Straus, 2007). In Western

countries, local radio stations have also been associated with hate

content. This is the case of hate speech on commercial radio in the

United States in which Latino communities are stigmatized and

stereotyped (Noriega & Iribarren, 2012) or shock radio in the

province of Quebec in Canada, which have been the source of the

transmission of Islamophobic rhetoric in the country (Perry, 2019;

Perry et al., 2017). Even though newspapers have had less attention

on these issues, some research has emphasized their role in the

production of this content. According to Merklejn and Wiślicki

(2020), traditional newspapers in Japan, for example, have played an

important role in the development of right‐wing hate content

targeting the Korean community in the country.

Preventing and countering hate speech is a hugely complex

undertaking that requires a nuanced appreciation of multiple

interacting dimensions and actors. To counteract the phenomenon

of hate that is publicly accessible via media, governments are

enacting laws to limit the spread of hate speech and pushing social

media sites to build strategies that reduce the dissemination of digital

hatred (Mossie & Wang, 2019; Perry, 2017; Ross et al., 2017).

Despite the recent spate of policies and legislation, there is a lack of

consensus on what combatting hate means (Brown & Sinclair, 2019).

Much available research focuses on the nature of harmful content

and activity in sharing and using such content via media. However,

research that empirically measures the impact on individuals and

specific audience segments and the wider social impact on

communities is limited. In addition, understanding the prevalence of

hate speech in digital and not digital media is crucial for addressing

more complex issues, such as its causes, manifestations, societal

impacts, and effective solutions (Vidgen et al., 2019).

Therefore, the proposed review aims to gather, analyze, critically

appraise, and synthesize empirical research about the impacts or

associations of exposure to, consumption of, or active search or

promotion of hate online and in traditional media, specifically on

individuals, communities, and society. Results will inform policy‐

makers and professionals working in this field about strategic

countermeasures to deal with the phenomenon, identifying gaps in

the literature and helping to determine future research needs.

1.2 | Defining hate speech and exposure to hate

Agreeing upon a clear and exhaustive definition of hate speech is

a necessary step toward a better understanding of the phenome-

non. It will also help guide this review and ensure its audience is

adequately prepared to receive and interpret the findings. While

there is no internationally reached consensus of what hate

speech is, different entities have devised their own definitions.

For example, the monitoring body of the European Commission

against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI)—which has published

individual country and cross‐country recommendations about

the phenomenon's complex nature—states that hate speech

entails:

the use of one or more particular forms of expression—

namely, the advocacy, promotion or incitement of the

denigration, hatred or vilification of a person or group

of persons, as well any harassment, insult, negative

stereotyping, stigmatization or threat of such person or

persons and any justification of all these forms of

expression—that is based on a non‐exhaustive list of

characteristics or status that includes “race,” color,

language, religion or belief, nationality or national or

ethnic origin, as well as descent, age, disability, sex,

gender, gender identity and sexual orientation

(ECRI, 2015, p. 16).

Meanwhile, the International Convention on the Elimination of

All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD, 2013) understands hate

speech as an utterance in direct disregard of human dignity and the

core principles of human rights which seeks to undermine both

individuals and societies. For the United Nations (2019), however,

hate speech can be:

any kind of communication in speech, writing or

behavior, that attacks or uses pejorative or discrimi-

natory language with reference to a person or a group

on the basis of who they are, in other words, based on

their religion, ethnicity, nationality, race, colour,

descent, gender or other identity factor (p. 2).

Also important to our understanding of hate speech are the

voices of experts in the field and academics who highlight the
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difficulty of defining the phenomenon and identifying the conditions

that allow its existence. Among these, Parekh's theorization (2012)

stands out as the most relevant. According to him, hate speech is a

form of communication “directed against a specified or easily

identifiable individual or…a group of individuals based on an arbitrary

and normatively irrelevant feature,” which “stigmatizes the target

group by implicitly or explicitly ascribing to it qualities widely

regarded as highly undesirable,” and portraying it as “an undesirable

presence and a legitimate object of hostility” (pp. 40–41).

Against the numerous interpretations of hate speech, our

definition draws from the UN's conception but lies in most agreement

with Parekh's words. Referring to the UN definition ensures this

review's alignment with the global consensus on hate speech. It also

helps avoid confusion with other phenomena (e.g., legal hate speech

vs. illegal hate speech). Nevertheless, recognizing the multifaceted

nature and myriad manifestations of hate speech is crucial for this

review as it will greatly affect the inclusion/exclusion rationale and

process.

The following definitions will guide our systematic review:

Hate: “Hate” is defined by the urge to damage, humiliate, or

destroy a targeted group or individual (White, 1996). Expressing hate

toward the other has the objective not only to harm or be aggressive

toward them but to eventually destroy the other either psychologi-

cally (e.g., via humiliation) or by literally getting rid of them (e.g., via

killing and torturing) with the ultimate intention of damaging the

target because of what they represent and not what or how they

behave (Ben‐Ze'ev, 2008; Fischer et al., 2018).

Hate Speech: While hate speech is addressed in many

international and regional standard‐setting documents, no interna-

tionally agreed‐upon definition of hate speech currently exists. “Hate

speech” in this review refers to any type of communication in speech,

writing, behavior, or multimedia, that attacks or uses pejorative or

discriminatory language with reference to a person or a group based

on their protected characteristics, in other words, their religion, race,

ethnicity, nationality, color, descent, and gender.1 Importantly,

hateful rhetoric does not target individuals themselves—as may be

the case with cyberbullying—but rather expresses feelings of disdain

toward a collective, even if this speech is directly directed against an

individual (Blazak, 2009; Hawdon et al., 2017).

Interactions with Hate Speech: In this review, “interactions with

hate speech” encompasses four descriptors: “exposure to,” “con-

sumption of,” “active search for,” and “promotion of” hate speech.

Differentiating between these is important because some authors

believe the effect differs depending on the type of interaction. For

example, according to Schils and Pauwels (2014), active search leads

to different outcomes than passive exposure. Therefore, for this

review, “exposure to hate speech” relates to coming into contact with

online or traditional media content that promotes any type of

communication that attacks or uses pejorative or discriminatory

utterances with reference to a person or a group, as defined above.

However, “consumption of hate speech” refers to reading or viewing

such content. In contrast, “active search for hate speech” refers to

conducting searches of such content and “promotion of hate speech”

refers to initiating, inciting, or otherwise actively supporting such

content.

Hate via Media: For the purposes of this review, “hate via media”

means hate or hateful content accessible by any medium of

communication designed to reach the general public. Moreover, the

definition of “media” comprises traditional media (i.e., newspapers,

radio, or television) and online media. The latter will cover media

appearing in either Web 1.0 (i.e., static HTML websites with minimal

opportunities for users to interact or contribute content) or Web 2.0

(i.e., participative websites where users can interact with each other

and contribute user‐generated content). Furthermore, Web 2.0 will

include the following types of sites or apps: social networking sites

with a social, professional, business, or ideological orientation; video‐

or image‐sharing sites; online discussion forums; wikis; blogs;

multimedia messaging apps; search‐and‐discovery apps; any hybrids

of the preceding; and sites within the deep web and dark web.

1.3 | How exposure to hate may be linked to the
outcomes

The risks associated with the pervasiveness of hate materials, both on

online platforms and in traditional media, have been of growing

concern among scholars, decision‐makers, and practitioners (Hawdon

et al., 2017; Merklejn & Wiślicki, 2020; Perry, 2019; Straus, 2007;

Tynes et al., 2008). Individuals may be daily exposed to hate content

through media and actively consume, seek it out, or promote it.

Therefore, engagement with hate could have multiple impacts or

associated effects on the exposed individuals and the communities and

societies to which they belong. These impacts include victimization

and psychological distress (Lee & Leets, 2002; Leets, 2002;

Tynes, 2006; Ybarra et al., 2008) and risk of violence (Foxman &

Wolf, 2013; Hawdon et al., 2017; Kiilakoski & Oksanen, 2011). To

address the complexity of these impacts, we have developed a logic

model which exemplifies how hate rhetoric operates and provides

insights on the potential impacts of this and related content on

individuals, communities, and societies (see Figure 1). Although the

logic model will inform our systematic review, we will not be bound by

it. Indeed, the model may be subject to iterative refinement depending

on the dynamics of the relationships between hate and its impacts as

identified during the development of the systematic review.

According to research, exposure to or consumption of hate

speech can have multiple consequences for individuals, particularly

associated with changes in behaviors, attitudes, and emotions. These

changes may involve experiencing different forms of harm and

increasing the risk of engaging in hate speech or acts of hatred,

including violent radicalization. From this point of view, hate speech

is not only a set of utterances but also an action carrying real‐world

outcomes (Salminen et al., 2020). Regarding emotional impacts,

1https://www.un.org/en/genocideprevention/documents/UN%20Strategy%20and%20Plan

%20of%20Action%20on%20Hate%20Speech%2018%20June%20SYNOPSIS.pdf
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studies talk of anxiety and depression as being associated with

exposure to online hate material. Specifically, experiences of being a

target of online hate speech are linked to depression among young

African Americans (Tynes et al., 2008). Also, some research claims

that Muslims living in non‐Muslim western societies are likely to

suffer from anxiety as they anticipate online threats against them

becoming a reality (Awan & Zempi, 2015). Exposure to or consump-

tion of hate speech could also lead to changes in attitudes and then

targeted actions. These may include violent acts offline resulting from

the hateful rhetoric's capacity to spread antagonisms and influence

motivations to take action (Moule et al., 2017). For example, some

studies suggest the increased use of Facebook is associated with

increased acts of violence against refugees (Müller & Schwarz, 2020).

As mentioned above, hate content broadcast through traditional

media such as radio has had an impact on the development and

support of violence in Africa (Adelman & Suhrke, 2017; Pate &

Ibrahim, 2020; Straus, 2007). Violent radicalization has also been

associated with the consumption or exposure to this type of content.

According to one African study, 42.5% of participants consider that

hate messages could lead people to extremist positions and 27.5% to

radicalization (Fayoyin, 2019). Thus, the data seems to indicate that

traditional and social media could act as a breeding ground for real‐

world violence, often targeting vulnerable minorities (Siegel, 2020).

Over time, the individuals and the communities they identify

with may become associated with the above‐mentioned outcomes,

potentially affecting how societies function. Hate speech is known to

compromise society‐level intergroup cohesion (Izsák, 2015; Tynes

et al., 2008) and result in mounting feelings of hostility and unease in

intergroup contexts (Adelman & Suhrke, 2017; Straus, 2007).

Prolonged exposure to hateful material is known to weaken the

ability to recognize hate for what it is while allowing prejudice toward

the outgroup to grow (Soral et al., 2018). Whether directly or

indirectly, hate speech can encourage violent acts. This is because

hate speech allows individuals and groups to express negative views

toward others and coordinate efforts to act them out (Siegel, 2020).

Particularly in the online space, the anonymity of individuals

facilitates the expression of hateful sentiments with greater zeal

than in the real world. (Cohen‐Almagor, 2017; Gagliardone

et al., 2014; Vollhardt et al., 2007). In more extreme circumstances,

hate speech can even lead to extreme violence on a societal level.

Hate speeches broadcast through the radio station RTLM in Rwanda

have, for example, been identified as one of the factors behind the

genocide in the country (Adelman & Suhrke, 2017; Straus, 2007).

Apart from being multifaceted in terms of impacts, interactions

with hate may be mediated or moderated by characteristics of hate,

including the type of content, ideologies, severity, frequency, and

platform type. Costello and Hawdon (2018) report a correlation

between users' presence on Reddit and Tumblr and the frequency

with which they may produce hateful online content. The latter is

also linked to whether or not the users belong to an online

community, particularly one already linked to hate speech. Further-

more, individual and contextual variables (e.g., individual traits, age,

gender, socioeconomic background) can act as mediating factors

when encounters with online hate are concerned. Hawdon et al.

(2017), for example, cite studies in which (1) individuals who are less

guarded and easily trust others are more prone to experiencing online

hate than individuals with other behavioral patterns and (2) women

appear to be victimized online more often than men. Unfortunately,

evidence on the prevalence of hate‐speech‐related abuse is not

always readily available (e.g., due to elective anonymity on social

media or individual and group characteristics of the perpetrators

being largely unknown). Moreover, it often lacks the important

contextual information necessary to better understand the phenom-

enon of hate speech (Vidgen et al., 2019).

1.4 | Outcomes

We will analyze and synthesize data from studies retained on how

people respond to interactions with hate speech and attempt to

F IGURE 1 Logic model.
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create meaningful categories of such responses. Given the impor-

tance but relative novelty (and hence limited sources) of research on

the issue, our review will be open to descriptions of all types of

consequences of exposure to hate speech. However, it will also make

systematic efforts to categorize them using a variety of criteria. First

and foremost, we will separate objective (i.e., observable) outcomes

from subjective (i.e., self‐reported) ones. We also anticipate multiple

categories based on who was affected by exposure to hate speech

and how the reaction to this exposure manifested, as described

through our logic model. The latter may include emotions (e.g.,

emotional unrest, fear, anger, insecurity, feeling victimized), attitudes

(e.g., prejudicial attitudes, extremist positions or ideologies, normal-

ization of violent action and rhetoric), behaviors (e.g., the perpetua-

tion of violent action and or speech), social fracturing (discrimination,

ostracization, deepening of vulnerabilities, polarization of divisions

and grievances, reduction of trust in others), and other harms.

Outcomes will be assessed at the individual, community, and

society levels. They will be categorized according to the measures via

which the data was collected, for example, self‐reported (i.e., when

individuals who are interviewed report their own outcomes or

perceptions of their outcomes), peer‐, family‐, or practitioner‐

reported, and the source from which it was obtained (e.g., social

media, the government, and the police).

To do this, we will first identify all the outcomes found in the

retained studies. Outcomes that are identified by different names but

belong to the same theoretical construct will be considered to be the

same outcome. This classification will be based on the operational

definitions provided by the studies' authors. In case of uncertainty,

the authors will be contacted to clarify these definitions. Once these

primary outcomes are defined, they will be classified according to our

conceptual framework explained above. This classification will be

carried out by the research assistants through a coding process in

which they will apply an analysis grid containing an operational

definition of our preliminary categories. Most of this analysis will,

however, be inductive and therefore based on the information found

in the studies. As we have previously stated, our initial classification is

only hypothetical and, therefore, we are open to new ways of

interpreting these results from the data collected.

Our preliminary research of existing literature revealed diverse

outcomes associated with people's reactions to different manifesta-

tions of hate speech. Examples of eligible outcomes identified in

primary research include:

Individual‐level outcomes

• Emotional impact: Saha et al. (2019) found that exposure to

online hate was causally related to the expression of stress in the

study's participants. In other research, Pacheco and Melhuish

(2018) discovered that this type of content can give way to

negative emotions such as feeling “angry,” “anxious,” “sad,” or

“humiliated.”

• Behavioral changes: Pacheco and Melhuish (2018) also found

that exposure to online hate speech can give way to behavioral

changes, e.g., not wanting to leave one's house, inability to sleep,

excessive fear of talking to strangers, and social withdrawal.

Blaya and Audrin (2019) found evidence of a causal relationship

between cyberhate victimization and perpetration, as well as a

strong correlation between exposure to online hate and

perpetration.

• Attitudinal changes: In Gaudette et al. (2020) study, extreme

right‐wing group members claimed that hate‐related content on

the Internet had been critical in reaffirming their extremist views

and facilitating involvement in hate. Participants in other

research stated that online hate consumption represented a

gateway to offline socialization (e.g., organizing rallies and events

that promoted extremist content) that, in turn, led to action

(Koehler, 2014).

Community‐level outcomes

• Näsi et al. (2015) measured the social trust of participants who

have experienced hate speech. According to their findings,

witnessing negative images and writings reduces social trust in

co‐workers or schoolmates, neighbors, and people in general, as

well as people one has only met online.

1.5 | Why it is important to do the review

The phenomenon of hate speech, its relationship with media, and its

capacity to negatively affect offline contexts have all been the focus

of a wide range of studies. Researchers have demonstrated clear links

between this discourse and hate crimes targeting vulnerable

communities (Mossie & Wang, 2019). However, to date, there have

been far fewer efforts to systematically collate and analyze existing

evidence of the impacts, associations, and side effects that hate

speech may have on individuals, communities, and societies. This

statement is true in the case of studies that focus on the

dissemination of this content online, but it is even more true in the

case of studies that address its dissemination through traditional

media, where there is no specific review on the subject.

This type of analysis has become particularly relevant on account

of several government initiatives to restrain media platforms

considered a breeding ground for violent extremism and other forms

of violence (Gagliardone et al., 2016; Hussain & Saltman, 2014). In

Europe, for example, the European Commission reached agreements

in 2016 with the largest IT companies regarding a code of conduct

obliging operators to promptly remove hate content online. SM

(social media) giants such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google are also

being pushed to introduce some form of effective content control

(Poletti & Michieli, 2018). In a similar vein, France's proposed “Avia

law” will require social media companies to promptly remove hate

speech or else face fines. Meanwhile, New Zealand's “Christchurch

Call” promises further development of tools that prevent users from

uploading hateful content and greater transparency about how such

content is being monitored and eliminated (New Zealand Govern-

ment, 2019). Within the Canadian context, the government is also
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standardizing the definition of hate crimes, increasing funds for

training related to online hate, and engaging online platforms and

service providers to better monitor and address online hate speech

and promptly remove illegal or criminal content (The Standing

Committee on Justice and Human Rights, 2019).

Understanding the issue and impacts of hate speech is also of

utmost importance because of their relationship to freedom of

speech. If free speech is to be protected, it is crucial to build a deep

and accurate appreciation of the links between hate speech and the

actual harm it inflicts, an approach that will help present persuasive

arguments in favor of new preventive measures (Barendt, 2019). For

example, Canada's Digital Charter (2019) pledges to defend the

freedom of expression while holding social media platforms

accountable for hate speech online at the risk of incurring penalties

(Government of Canada, 2019). The United Nations' Strategy and

Plan of Action on Hate Speech (2020) urges nations to provide their

digital citizens with the tools to identify, reject, and defend

themselves against hate speech. At the same time, it emphasizes

the right to freedom of expression and the importance of education

when combatting hate speech online.

In this context, a comprehensive and systematic review of the

impacts and associations of these discourses could be of great value.

Indeed, the undertaking could provide a fulcrum on which govern-

ments, policymakers, and tech companies might base their efforts. As

such, it could help them draw policies, reframe laws and provide tools

to prevent the negative consequences of hate speech.

To properly contextualize the upcoming work, we searched for

prior relevant systematic reviews and meta‐analyses in ERIC,

Academic Search Complete, and Google Scholar, using variations of

keywords and concepts relevant to our study. Similarly, we searched

for existing published reviews on the subject in the Campbell Library,

the Cochrane Library, and the PROSPERO registry. Our searches

yielded several studies relevant to our proposed review. However,

we failed to identify any other systematic review that aggregated

studies posing similar research questions.

Although our research team found reviews investigating specific

outcomes of hate speech among specific populations and contexts,

their understandings of hate speech were narrower than ours. For

example, Bliuc et al. (2018) examined ten years of research—

conducted between 2005 and 2015—on cyber‐racism as perpetrated

by groups and individuals, synthesizing a broad range of findings,

methodologies, and key research areas. Our proposed review differs

from Bluic et al. in several ways. First, ours measures the effects

(outcomes or associations) of these interactions on perpetrators and

victims. Also, it is not limited to racism as a form of hate speech but

includes all forms of hate speech targeted toward other protected

characteristics such as gender, religion, or nationality, via both

traditional and online media.

Likewise, Hassan et al. (2018) synthesized specific empirical

research about the relation and effects of exposure to radical violent

online material on related associations with extremist online and

offline attitudes, emotions, and the risk of committing political

violence. However, our proposed review will include studies on

terrorist extremist speech and consumption and interaction with

violent extremist content onlywhen accompanied by hate speech and

harmful communication toward protected characteristics and across

different media types (i.e., online and traditional media channels).

Furthermore, Samari et al. (2018) systematically reviewed

empirical research on Islamophobia as a form of discrimination and

resulting associations between Islamophobia, health, and socio-

ecological determinants of health. However, as mentioned above,

our proposed review is broader in terms of targeted groups. Also,

while our review is limited to hate speech delivered via media, the

resulting associations will not be limited to health and socioecological

determinants of health. Instead, we will include all outcomes

reporting participants' resulting behaviors, attitudes, and emotions.

In conducting our research, we were able to find reviews whose

understanding of hate speech was similar to ours but whose overall

aims, inclusion criteria, and linguistic reach differed significantly. One

such study is that of Tontodimamma et al. (2020), who carried out a

broad mapping study of the conceptual structure of hate speech

literature and the interactions of evolving themes over the last

30 years. To achieve these objectives, the researchers applied

bibliometric measures, tools for mapping knowledge, and ‘mining’

techniques to identify themes via recurring patterns of words. While

the authors' definition of hate speech is close to ours, their main aim

was to create a bibliometric overview of the breadth and limitations

of current research related to hate speech. Such themes are directly

pertinent to our review. However, we aim to offer a critical and in‐

depth appraisal of the impacts and associations that interactions with

hate—both online and through traditional media—can have on

individuals and societies. Notwithstanding, Tontodimamma et al.'s

study represents an important installment to the body of literature on

the issue of hate speech. It also provides valuable insights from which

our proposed review may benefit.

The systematic review by Paz et al. (2020) offers a critical look at

the evolution and current state of English and Spanish hate speech

scholarship within the fields of communication studies and legal

sciences. The review analyzes the studies according to impact factor,

field of study, and language. However, it focuses primarily on the

studies' objectives and methodologies. The authors stress that to be

comprehensive and successful, approaches to countering the effects

of hate speech need to include interdisciplinary and transversal

collaborations. While the review represents a starting point for

mapping hate speech scholarship in different countries and within

varying disciplinary, thematic, and methodological fields, its reach is

significantly narrower than that of our proposed review. Thanks to

the multilingual nature of our research team, we will include studies

published in French, English, Arabic, Spanish, and Russian—giving our

review a broader linguistic and cultural perspective—and will not

impose a publication date limit. In addition, while we will exclude

other reviews, we will broaden our reach by including mass‐media

sources. More importantly, our review will go beyond aggregation

and comparison, examining instead a wide range of measurable

outcomes that encounters with hate can yield in an individual or

group.
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Finally, the review by Poletto et al. (2020) examines how hate

speech text is analyzed in the literature. The authors categorize

studies on dimensions such as where the data was obtained, what

type of behavior was represented, and what the annotation

framework comprised. One of their key findings was a lack of

consistency in hate speech data sets and taxonomies for harmful

content aggregation. Given the field's heterogeneity, Poletto

et al.'s review provides the research community with an up‐to‐

date, multilingual, and multidimensional hate speech recognition

resource. Our proposed review shares Poletto et al.'s concern

over the need to support the research community by delivering a

comprehensive, unbiased, and broad‐reaching review. However,

its fundamental goal in our case is to produce a synthesis of

empirical evidence on the effects and impacts of hate speech on

individuals and societies.

The search process has also been a path of learning for our team.

For example, Waqas et al.'s (2019) mapping and scientometric

analysis of research trends and hotspots in online hate research will

help contextualize and tighten our own search strategy, especially

with respect to hate speech in cyberspace. Moreover, Waqas et al.'s

findings regarding prevalent themes of research in the field, the focus

of these publications, which countries and journals seem to publish

the most on this topic, and which organizations fund them will be

closely looked at, taken note of, and reviewed to make sure that our

inclusion criteria are sufficiently comprehensive to cover the many

different analyses of online hate research publications. Employing the

thus far described approach promises to result in a systematic review

that is exhaustive and precise.

In summary, our review aims to give practitioners and

researchers a better understanding of how hateful rhetoric

operates. It will also provide evidence that may help those tasked

with creating preventive measures to efficiently counter hate in

an integrated manner at a time when both independently and in

collaboration, nations are making concerted efforts to contain the

phenomenon of hate speech. Furthermore, the review will inform

policy‐makers and professionals working in the field about

existing strategic countermeasures to deal with the phenomenon,

identify gaps in the literature, and help determine future research

needs.

2 | OBJECTIVES

The current review will gather, critically appraise, and synthesize

empirical research about the impacts or associations of exposure to,

consumption of, active search for, or promotion of hate speech via

media, at the individual, community, and societal levels.

The general objectives of this review are as follows:

1. to critically and systematically synthesize the empirical evidence

on the effects or impacts of exposure to or consumption, active

search, or promotion of hate content online or in traditional

media;

2. to describe how the characteristics of hate (e.g., type of

content, ideologies, severity, type of platform) impact the

documented effects;

3. to collect and identify the role of contextual variables (e.g.,

individual traits, age, gender, socioeconomic background) on

the documented effects;

4. to collect and produce a meaningful classification of out-

comes; and

5. to identify gaps and limitations in the research and related

policy documents.

3 | METHODS

3.1 | Criteria for considering studies for this review

3.1.1 | Types of studies

We will include any empirical study published up to 31 December

2021 using primary data and quantitative measures that let us

establish an impact and/or association relationship between expo-

sure to or consumption of hate content on different platforms (online

and traditional media) and the consequences it may have on

individuals, communities, and society. For a study to be included, it

has to analyze hateful communication that stigmatizes individuals or

groups because of their protected characteristics (i.e., religion,

ethnicity, nationality, race, color, descent, or gender). We will also

include quantitative sections of studies using mixed methods that

allow us to establish these relationships. Therefore, any qualitative

study or any section of a study using qualitative methods, as well as

studies based exclusively on basic descriptive statistics for single

variables, opinion‐based, or theoretical studies or studies without

primary data will be excluded from this study.

We will collect data from studies employing experimental or

quasi‐experimental (non‐randomized) designs as well as cross‐

sectional and longitudinal studies with or without control groups.

Given that we will gather and analyze data from studies that measure

the impact of these contents at the individual, community, and

societal levels and that these contents are publicly available in

different media, the relationship between these contents and their

impacts are not always studied through experimental designs

especially in a recent field such as the case of hate studies. Given

the latter point, Caudy et al. (2016) recommend, for example, in the

case of criminological studies, the use of experimental and

observational designs in meta‐analyses. The impact of online hate

speech is usually studied in natural environments such as social media

or through surveys of people already exposed to this type of content.

Therefore, focusing only on experimental designs could restrict and

exclude studies that analyze data relevant to this systematic review.

Thus, in the case of cross‐sectional designs we will include high‐

quality studies that employ suitable statistics such as multivariate

regression and bivariate correlation models, and provide sufficient

information to calculate effect sizes. Studies based on a single sample
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may include cross‐sectional and longitudinal correlational studies in

which an association is clearly established between observed

variability in exposure to or consumption of hate content and one

or more outcomes of interest, as well as studies comparing a group

before and after exposure to or consumption of hate content

(intervention group only with pretest and posttest design,

interrupted‐time‐series studies, etc.). We will also include non‐

randomized studies with two or more comparative groups (groups

exposed to or consuming this content and control groups) in which at

least one outcome is compared between the two groups (prospective

and retrospective case‐control studies, comparative studies with

posttest only design, controlled before‐and‐after study, etc.).

We will not impose any other restrictions on study design or date

because the state of the literature is such that doing so could lead to

the inclusion of only a very small number of studies that do not give a

clear picture of what is being done in the field.

Regarding sampling methods used in the primary studies included

in this systematic review, a wide range of methods will be considered

acceptable as long as the sample provides enough information to make

inferences about the study's intended population.

3.1.2 | Types of participants

To better comprehend the heterogeneous impacts of hateful media

content across individual, community, and society levels, we will

place no limit on population or individual characteristics of study

participants.

3.1.3 | Types of exposure to hate

The studies included in this review will examine hate speech

delivered through any media designed to reach the general public.

We will include two types of media: traditional mass media (i.e.,

newspapers, radio, or television) and online media. The latter will

cover media appearing in either Web 1.0 (i.e., static HTML websites

with minimal opportunities for users to interact or contribute

content) or Web 2.0 (i.e., participative websites where users can

interact with each other and contribute user‐generated content).

Furthermore, Web 2.0 will include the following types of sites or

apps: social networking sites with a social, professional, business, or

ideological orientation; video‐ or image‐sharing sites; online discus-

sion forums; wikis; blogs; multimedia messaging apps; search‐and‐

discovery apps; any hybrids of the preceding; and sites within the

deep web and dark web.

3.1.4 | Types of outcome measures

The outcomes of interest in this review are the measurable effects of

individuals' interactions with hate speech via the media. They may

include self‐reported measures (i.e., when individuals interviewed

report their own outcomes or their perception of them) and measures

reported by peers, family, or professionals, along with measures

reported by governments, law enforcement agencies, and open‐source

generated data. Attention will also be paid to where

the data was sourced. This list is, however, not exhaustive. Other

outcome measures may be discovered in the literature and will be

included to the extent that they meet the inclusion criteria of the

studies.

3.1.5 | Types of settings

We will not limit the inclusion of studies with regard to settings.

3.1.6 | Language of studies

We will include any documents written in English, French, Arabic,

Spanish, and Russian (languages spoken by the research team

members).

3.1.7 | Exclusion criteria

The following types of studies will be excluded:

• Any qualitative study or any section of a mixed‐method study

using qualitative methods.

• Studies based exclusively on basic descriptive statistics.

• Systematic reviews and literature reviews.

• Descriptive, opinion, and theoretical documents on the

subject.

• Studies on programs that aim to prevent hate online or

offline.

• Cyberbullying studies that do not analyze hate communication

that stigmatizes an individual or group based on their protected

characteristics (i.e., religion, ethnicity, nationality, race, color,

ancestry, or gender).

3.1.8 | Example of studies that might be eligible
for inclusion in the review

Our preliminary research of existing literature revealed several

studies to be included in this systematic review. Lee‐Won et al.

(2020), for example, investigated the effects of hate messages

from multiple sources on a group of 172 African Americans on

Twitter. To do so, they devised an online experiment in which

these participants were randomly divided into three groups:

those who were exposed to hate tweets from multiple sources,

those who were exposed to hate tweets (of identical content)

from a single source, and those who were exposed to non‐hate

tweets (control). Emotional distress was measured after being
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exposed to this content. The data was analyzed using an analysis

of covariance. The results showed that hate tweets from multiple

sources, compared to identical single‐source messages and non‐

hate tweets, elicited greater emotional distress.

Saha et al. (2019) is another example of a study that can be

included in this systematic review. This study quantified the

degree of hate exposure of individuals across 6 million comments

on 174 college Reddit communities and the degree of online

stress of these same individuals. A causal inference framework

was utilized to better understand the psychological effects online

hate speech has. These comments were temporally partitioned in

2016 so that before this date the measures were considered as

baseline stress and a baseline of hate exposure. On this basis the

authors divided individuals into two cohorts of college Reddit

users, where one had a history of exposure to hate speech

(treatment group), and one did not (control group). They observed

that compared to their baseline stress, the stress level of

individuals in the treatment group was higher than those in the

control group.

3.2 | Search methods for identification of studies

3.2.1 | Electronic searches

To locate relevant research literature, we will employ a professional

librarian to assist in developing an effective search. The searches will

target online hate, with groups of keywords formed around the

concepts of (1) Hate, (2) Expression of Hate, (3) Hate Source and

(4) Media Environment. Where possible, proximity operators will be

used to closely link the concepts of hate and expression of hate.

Here, for example, is the final search that will be tested in the

PsycINFO database:

HATE2: ((Hatred OR Hate OR Dangerous OR Fanatic* OR

Prejudic* OR Intoleran* OR Bias OR Violen* OR Negative OR

Stigmat* OR Discriminat* OR Bigot* OR Hostil* OR "desire to

destroy" OR "desire to damage" OR oppress* OR Abuse OR Abusi*

OR "desire to kill" OR humiliat* OR Intimidat* OR Terrori*)

NEAR/2

EXPRESSIONS OF HATE: (Crime* OR Speech OR Incident* OR

Conduct OR Act OR Acts OR Abuse* OR Vilif* OR Language OR

Harass* OR word* OR express* OR comment* OR defam* OR slur*

OR troll* OR flaming OR "flame war" OR Incite* OR Insult* OR "call*

for" OR derog*))

AND

HATE SOURCE: (Radical* OR Indoctrinat* OR Fundamentalis*

OR "Homegrown Terror" OR Terror* OR Eco‐terror* OR Al Qaida

OR ISIS OR Anti‐Capitalis* OR Extremis* OR Supremacis* OR

Nationali* OR "Homegrown Threat*" OR Jihad* OR "White

Power" OR "Neo‐Nazi" OR "Right Wing" OR "righ‐wing" OR "Left

Wing" OR "left‐wing" OR Nativis* OR "Anti‐Immigra*" OR

"Ecological Violence" OR "Anti‐Capitalis*" OR Islamophob* OR

"Alt‐Right" OR Antifa* OR Incel OR Homophob* OR discriminati*

OR Transphobi* OR Antisemiti* OR Anti‐Semiti* OR Mysogyn*

OR Xenophob* OR homophob* OR anifemini* OR racis* OR

stereotyp* OR sexis* OR gender OR "sex* identit*" OR LGBT)

AND

MEDIA ENVIRONMENT: AB (Website* OR "Information Sys-

tem*" OR "Electronic Communication*" OR Online OR "Social Media"

OR "World Wide Web" OR "Web 2.0" OR Internet OR Virtual OR

Cyber OR Website* OR Digital OR "Computer Media*" OR Bebo OR

Facebook OR Flickr OR Foursquare OR Friendster OR Hulu

OR Instagram OR LinkedIn OR Meetup OR Pinterest OR Reddit OR

Snapchat OR Tumblr OR Xing OR Twitter OR Yelp OR Youtube

OR TikTok OR Photolog OR Telegram OR WhatsApp OR Messenger

OR Twitch OR Discord OR Gab OR "Chat Room*" OR "Online

Forum*" OR "Discussion Forum*" OR "Videogame Communit*"

OR "Dark Web" OR "Dark Net" OR "Deep Web" OR "Computer

Crime" OR "Anonymity Network*" OR "Image Board*" OR 4chan OR

8chan OR meme* OR Media OR Communication* OR Tele-

communication* OR Radio OR Television OR Newspaper* OR News

OR Cinema OR Movie* OR Journalis* OR Theatre OR Music OR

Video*)

Most keywords will be searched for in any field, except for

groups of keywords related to the concept of Media

Environment. In this case, we will search for media

environment only in the Abstract field. There are two reasons

for this. First, the use of social media in research is increasing in

several areas of knowledge, and the potential number

of studies identified in the initial step of the search could make

this systematic review impracticable due to the limited

resources available to us. Second, the media environment is a

key aspect of this study, and the studies to be included in this

review should emphasize at the outset that they examine

hate speech delivered through any media designed to reach the

general public.

Next, we will conduct searches in a variety of bibliographic

databases, both subject‐specific databases and general multi‐

disciplinary databases. The proposed list is as follows: Academic

Search Complete (EBSCO), Communication Abstracts (EBSCO),

Communication and Mass Media Complete (EBSCO), Criminal

Justice Abstracts (EBSCO), ERIC (EBSCO), Medline (EBSCO),

NCJRS, ProQuest Central, ProQuest Dissertations and Theses

Global, PsycINFO (APA PsycNet), Social Services Abstracts

(ProQuest), Sociological Abstracts (ProQuest), SocINDEX (EBS-

CO), and the Web of Science platform's core collection (SCI‐

EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI‐S, CPCI‐SSH, and ESCI). While

the searches will employ standard Boolean logic, they will be

tailored to the features of each database, making use of available

controlled vocabulary and employing proximity operators where

possible.

2In some contexts, such as the UN Human Rights Council resolutions, the concept of hate

speech is avoided and replaced by terms such as stigmatization, discrimination, incitement,

and spread of discrimination and prejudice, or incitement of hatred due to its ambiguity and

multifaceted nature.
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3.2.2 | Searching other resources

The searches of bibliographic databases will be supplemented with a

targeted search for gray literature, using the Google search engine as

the primary tool. We will also check the OpenGrey collection, as well

as the websites of various governments and nongovernmental

organizations (see Table 1). International groups/publications will be

a particular focus of this stage, and we will use the Google advanced

search form to limit the results by target regions.

The websites and proceedings of any identified academic

conferences considered relevant will be scanned. We will also

conduct citation searches of prior reviews in the subject area (e.g.,

Bliuc et al., 2018; Hassan et al., 2018; Waqas et al., 2019).

Finally, to track down possible remaining studies, we will employ

a “branching” procedure in which we carefully examine the reference

sections of articles we have already retrieved.

3.3 | Data collection and analysis

3.3.1 | Selection of studies

Selecting admissible evidence studies will be performed by two

research assistants who will independently screen the abstracts of

the total number of studies identified in the literature search,

compare decisions, then document, discuss and resolve disagree-

ments. In this first step, research assistants will answer four questions

to assess the eligibility of studies:

1. Do the studies directly address hate speech as it has been

defined in this protocol?

2. Do the studies measure exposure to or consumption of hate

speech through a media source?

3. Do the studies use any empirical primary data?

TABLE 1 List of gray literature sources.

ADL (Anti‐Defamation League)

Alternative to Violence Project

Article 19

Bricks Against Hate Speech

CHRC (Canadian Human Rights Commission)

Council on Foreign Relations

Counter Narratives

Dangerous Speech

eMORE (Monitoring and Reporting Online Hate Speech in Europe)

Equality and Human Rights Commission

German National Center for Crime Prevention

Global center on cooperative security

Global Kids Online

Hatebase

Hedayah

HRMI (Human Resource Management Institute)

Human Rights Watch

IFEX (International Freedom of Expression Exchange)

ILGA Europe (The International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and
Intersex Association)

INACH (International Network Against Cyber Hate)

INAR (Irish Network Against Racism)

International Centre for Counter‐Terrorism—The Hague (ICCT)

International network for hate studies

ISD (The Institute for Strategic Dialogue)

ISTSS (International Society for Traumatic Stress)

Kaichid Dialogue Centre

MANDOLA (Monitoring and Detecting Online Hate)

MediaSmarts

Minority Rights Group International

Moonshot

OHCHR (Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights)

Online Antisemitism Task Force

OPHI (The Online Hate Prevention Institute)

OSCE (Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe)

Partners against hate

Report It

Research Outreach

Tech Transparency Project

The Alan Turing Institute

The Council of Europe

UiO C‐REX—Center for Research on Extremism

UK Home Office Research Database

UK Safer Internet Centre

UNAOC (United Nations Alliance of Civilizations)

UNCCT

UNESDOC

UNICRI (United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research
Institute)

UNODC

US National Criminal Justice Reference Service

Project SOMEONE

No hate speech movement
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4. Do the studies analyze any impact or association of this hate

content on individuals, communities or society?

All questions can be answered through one of three alternatives:

“yes,” “no,” or “maybe.” If one of the criteria is not met (alternative

“no”), the study will be excluded at this stage. Thus, all studies that

are at least considered to maybe meet all criteria will be selected for

full‐text screening. Research assistants will also check for duplicate

sources. In this first step, Fleiss' kappa (Fleiss, 1971) will be computed

to ensure adequate inter‐rater agreement. Once the inter‐rater

agreement for the selection of studies is confirmed, two coders will

also review and cross‐review the rest of the documents for final

eligibility. During this initial coding, if the study abstract is not

available, the assistants will make the initial decision by reading the

study introduction.

During full‐text screening, the assistants will confirm that the

studies meet the four initial criteria, which is often not easy at the

initial stage, as well as the full eligibility criteria described earlier

in the protocol. All studies categorized as “maybe” should be

transformed in this way into “yes” or “no.” In addition, they will

also have to confirm that the hate content addresses protected

characteristics of individuals or groups, that the studies are based

on eligible study designs, that the studies provide a bivariate or

multivariate analysis of this association, and that it is not a

duplicate source. If all of these are confirmed, the selected

studies will be coded in their entirety.

Lastly, the PRISMA (http://www.prisma-statement.org) template

will be used to record the results of the literature searches in a

flowchart.

3.3.2 | Data extraction and management

A coding sheet (see Supporting Information: Appendix B) including

the following criteria for data extraction will be created for each

study:

– Reference information: Document ID, Study Title, Study

Author(s), Publication Year, Place published or accessed with

URL, Reference Type, Coding References.

– Study details: Country of Study, Language, Date of Research,

Peer reviewed, Funded research, Conflicts of interest, Ethical

Issues.

– Methodology: Type of study, Sample constitution procedure,

Country/place of recruitment, Sample characteristics, Source

of hate speech measure, Source of outcome measure,

Quantitative measures on the link between exposure and

outcome, Qualitative measures on the link between exposure

and outcome.

– Independent Variable Details: Perpetrator of Hate Speech,

Target of Hate Speech, Type of Hate Speech, Participants'

interaction with hate speech (Exposure to hate, Consumption

of hate, Active search of hate, Promotion of hate), Hate Speech

medium (Traditional media, Online media).

– Dependent variable details: Participants' outcome after inter-

action with hate speech (Type of measured outcome: Mental

health symptoms, Emotions, Attitudes. Behavior, etc.).

– Interaction variables measured: that is, interaction, confounding, or

moderating variables that influence the relationship between the

independent and dependent variables. Quantitative results on the

link between exposure and outcome: Statistical results such as

effect size or any other statistic that allows us to calculate this

effect size as well as unexpected outcomes including study harms.

– Qualitative results on the link between exposure and outcome:

Relevant qualitative results that allow the analysis, interpreta-

tion, or contextualization of the results obtained by the studies.

Authors' Conclusion and Recommendations (policy, research,

practice).

– Study limitations and ethical issues.

A “summary of evidence” table will be drawn once all the data is

gathered.

3.3.3 | Measures of association

We will conduct a meta‐analysis of the results for each association

between exposure to or consumption of hate content and possible

outcome categories only if a minimum of two studies yield effect

sizes of the same outcome construct. Studies using experimental

designs and observational designs will be meta‐analyzed separately

as well as those establishing causal relationships and those analyzing

other types of associations. Most of the studies examined in this

review will consider one independent variable (exposure to or

consumption of hate content) and one or plus dependant variables.

To calculate effect sizes that adequately indicate the strength of

relationships between two comparable variables of interest, summary

statistics (predominantly, correlation coefficients, but also relevant

information from regression models, etc.) will be extracted

(Borenstein, Hedges, et al., 2009). This systematic review involves

several potential measures of association that need to be clarified to

carry out a meta‐analysis of their findings.

• For studies that use continuous variables to compare independent

groups or pre‐post scores or matched groups, we will calculate

standardized mean differences (Cohen's d or Hedge's g), which will

mostly be calculated using means, standard deviations, and sample

sizes (Borenstein, Hedges, et al., 2009).

• In the case where we find binary dependent variables, we will

use a log odds ratio as the measure of effect size (Lipsey &

Wilson, 2001).

• For studies using bivariate correlations and where the correla-

tion matrix derived from multivariate models could be obtained,

we will convert Pearson's r to Fisher's z to calculate the effect
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size. As pointed out by Lipsey and Wilson (2001), the absence of

the correlation matrix could limit this analysis. In such a case we

will first contact the authors of the study to obtain it or we will

use the available information to calculate the effect sizes,

provided that the study includes adequate descriptive statistics

(Aloe & Thompson, 2013). This information will be calculated

using the formulas proposed by Lipsey and Wilson (2001).

Following the Campbell Collaboration guidelines (Polanin &

Snilstveit, 2016), if multiple effect size metrics are identified among

the retained studies, we will use the most common effect size metric

and convert all other effect sizes to that metric, using conventional

formulas. Finally, these effect sizes will be analyzed with the

Comprehensive Meta‐Analysis™ program according to the random

effects analytical model.

3.3.4 | Assessment of risk of bias in included studies

Both Cochrane and the Campbell Collaboration caution against

inadequate quality assessment of studies that originate in areas of

research characterized by heterogeneity of design, tools, samples,

and outcomes. Accordingly, this review will use a risk of bias

assessment tool with which each study will be coded separately

(see Supporting Information: Appendix A for a description of this

tool). Given that this systematic review will include both

experimental and nonexperimental studies, we have chosen the

Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (Hong et al., 2018). This tool was

initially developed to evaluate mixed methods studies; however, it

includes two sections to individually evaluate quantitative ran-

domized controlled trials and quantitative non‐randomized stud-

ies, which are the two main design types included in this review.

This tool will allow a thorough exploration of the issues (properly

executed randomization, comparability of groups at baseline,

representativeness of the sample, taking into account confound-

ing factors, etc.) that the selection of studies in this review may

present. The quality assessment of the studies will be carried out

by two assistants who have been previously trained in this

assessment. In case of disagreement in the evaluations, the

researcher in charge of the process will make the final decision.

The assessment of the risk of bias in the included studies will be

summarized in a table including the results obtained per study

(Yes, No, I can't tell) for each variable of the tool used. These

results will then be outlined in detail.

3.3.5 | Unit of analysis issues

Units of analysis in this review will include individuals, communities, or

groups who have had interactions with hate speech via media. All units of

analysis may be considered for inclusion and be classified accordingly.

Before synthesizing our findings, any article reporting on the same data

set will be clearly linked. In this case, only the most recent and, if possible,

the peer‐reviewed version will be kept in the systematic review. For

multi‐arm studies, groups will be merged or divided into separate

associations, all the while avoiding any double‐counting of participants.

Data of outcomes provided in multiple metrics will be pooled into

independent categories. Given the broad range of studies that will likely

be included, papers will be grouped to account for any potential

dependencies. Furthermore, measures will be taken to rule out any

double‐counting of evidence. In rare cases when the repeated use of the

same sample in the same outcome category is unavoidable, we will use

robust variance estimate adjustment as recommended in Hedges

et al. (2010).

A meta‐analysis requires that the effect sizes of the studies be

independent of each other. However, this situation is not always met,

particularly in the case of more than one outcome and more than one

measure over time. In this case, following Borenstein, Hedges, et al.

(2009), our first choice will be to consider only one effect size per

study or to aggregate the effect sizes of the outcomes based on the

same construct (mean of the outcomes as the unit of analysis). In case

there is more than one outcome at different time points,

the procedure is relatively similar, with the difference that, instead

of the mean, we will consider the difference between the effect sizes

of the different time points.

3.3.6 | Dealing with missing data

In the absence of metrics mentioned in the “Measures of association”

section, we will use, sample sizes, t‐ or F‐test scores, and associated

p values. In case missing data prevent us from calculating the effect

size, we will try to contact the authors of the studies.

3.3.7 | Assessment of heterogeneity

As proposed by Borenstein, Cooper, et al. (2009), we will assess

heterogeneity using I2, τ2, and Q statistics. Some moderators could also

have an impact on the relation between exposure to or consumption of

hate through the media and the effects on participants. Previous

research has pointed, for example, to variables such as age, gender or

sexual orientation, and ethnicity as moderators of this association

(Baines et al., 2010; Saha et al., 2019). We will perform moderator

analysis using these variables to measure their effect on heterogeneity.

This list of moderators is not exhaustive. If, during the analysis, other

moderators become relevant, they may also be used.

3.3.8 | Assessment of reporting biases

If enough quantitative data are collected to enable a meta‐analysis,

we will carry out all standard procedures of dealing with the

dependency issue (see “Unit of analysis issues” for this topic),

publication bias, and sensitivity analyses as outlined in the methodol-

ogy literature (e.g., R. M. Bernard, Borokhovski, et al., 2014;
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Borenstein, Hedges, et al., 2009; Cooper, 2017; Hedges et al., 2010;

Rothstein et al., 2005) using Comprehensive Meta‐Analysis software

(Borenstein et al., 2014).

Publication bias analysis within a meta‐analysis deals with the

concern that some nonsignificant effects, null‐effects, or even effects on

the opposite from the observed weighted average effect size pole of the

distribution are missing from the analysis. If studies with these effects

were to be found and included, they would nullify the observed effect.

To reduce “publication bias”, we will include both articles

published in peer‐reviewed scientific journals and gray literature.

We will find the latter by searching the Web using branching

techniques for studies, reports from government and nongovernment

organizations, conference proceedings, and other relevant docu-

ments. Furthermore, the websites of organizations working in the

subject area of hateful speech via media will be manually searched for

additional materials (see “Search methods for identification of

studies” section). Documents written in English, French, Arabic,

Spanish, and Russian—all languages spoken by the research team

members—will be included. Of note, our systematic review will

exclude other systematic reviews and literature reviews. This review

will also exclude descriptive, opinion, and theoretical documents on

the subject, including mass‐media sources (even if they refer to

secondary scientific findings) as well as studies on programs or

interventions that aim to counter hate online or offline.

We will analyze publication bias using Duval and Tweedie's Trim

and Fill analysis and funnel plots, assuming that studies with small

sample sizes will be less published (Borenstein, Hedges, et al., 2009).

Sensitivity analysis will be described in a specific section below.

3.3.9 | Data synthesis

If one or more meta‐analyses are possible, then the data synthesis will

be done by presenting the results of the calculation of effect sizes for

each association between exposure to or consumption of hate speech

and each expected outcome or construct that synthesizes several

similar outcomes. First, the outcomes found will be listed and then, if

there are at least two effect sizes, a forest plot will be used for each

association analyzed, showing the confidence interval (95%) and the

results of the effect size metrics used by each study, as well as the

overall results.

In the case of studies using bivariate correlations, a frequent

problem in a meta‐analysis is synthesizing bivariate and partial

effect sizes from different multiple regression studies since both

effect sizes estimate different parameters (Aloe et al., 2016). We

expect that different studies will use different sets of covariates

and thus estimate the partial effects of a predictor variable under

different conditions. One option is to conduct two separate meta‐

analyses for bivariate and partial effect sizes (Aloe et al., 2016).

However, following Wolfowicz et al. (2019), we chose to

synthesize them into a single meta‐analysis and perform a

moderator analysis, if data is available, to evaluate these effects.

In this case, we will give preference to bivariate estimates in our

analysis, and use multivariate effect sizes only if the former are

not available, which is the usual practice in criminological studies

(Wolfowicz et al., 2019). As recommended by Aloe et al. (2016),

we will perform a meta‐regression that includes covariates

reflecting the differences in complexity and structure of the

model.

If a meta‐analysis is not possible, we will draw preliminary

recommendations and integration of the accumulated findings using

a narrative synthesis method (Moher et al., 2009). Attention will

be given to the potential intensity of the association between

hate speech exposure, hate speech precursors, and its outcomes.

The collected data will be synthesized based on the following

dimensions:

1. The main findings of the literature search;

2. The reliability of extracted data (i.e., the Quality of Study

Assessment tools will be used to qualitatively ascertain the

data's robustness);

3. The relevancy and generalizability of findings

The gaps in existing research and the limitations of knowledge

will be presented in both cases.

3.3.10 | Sensitivity analysis

For quantitative studies within a meta‐analysis (if warranted),

standard procedures of sensitivity analysis (e.g., CMA routine “One

study removed”) will be implemented to identify those effects that

disproportionally affect the overall findings (i.e., to locate outliers).

Usually, those are the effects of atypically high magnitude (either

positive or negative) that also are based on much larger than average

in size samples and need to be treated to prevent misinterpretation

of population parameters. We anticipate removing these atypical

studies.
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